I would like to share our experience, strength and hope about having a regional web committee.
It started in 2005, it was before my time in the committee and before 2005 they have had many
long discussions about how to run a committee.
Description of our guidelines

Today we are between 7‐10 members and the committee is organized in to groups like
following:

Group 1 administration – vice chair and chairperson, which are elected in the region. In the
committee we have decided that we sit two years on each post. This group is the link between
the region and SRWK (Sweden’s regional web committee). We have regular phone meetings,
prepare, structuring, organizing and planning for the overall service in SRWK. We have three ftf
meeting a year. We reporting to RSC and are taking care of the organization of the service.
Group 2 technical – webmaster – they are between 1‐3 member, organizing the service that is
concerning our homepage, the latest thing is that we soon is going to start a web shop, but this
group also have done thing like a new webpage and lots of other things, a hard working group
that spend many hours and much effort to make everything work. The more this group do the
easier it gets for the user. This group has of lot of cooperation with the rest of the fellowship
when it comes to document that we put online.
Group 3 Info – member’s varies from 2‐3 members, me myself sat in this group two years. Here
they are answering mail that people are sending true info@nasverige.org. E‐mail comes from
professional, members, suffering addicts, relatives, and so on. We get about 3‐5 mails a day and
our goal is to answer within 24 hours. This group is making a compendium about our mail
correspondents to the fellowship every year.
Group 4 ‐ 2 members wich are correcting and keeping the regional meeting list correct and
online. They are in contact with all the areas in Sweden to make sure that time, day and meeting
are correct.
Group 5 – Today we don’t have any members in this group but we have plans for it, like
newsletter, and to look over our texts on the homepage and more are to be revealed.
Every year we are making a plan for our activity’s and priorities them.
This year our areas consist of administration, leadership, education, committee activities and
availability.
There are much more to say, but I stop here for now.

